Overview: Designed beside each other, this installation on the roof of Ikea in Charlotte, NC is actually two separate systems. The first system was designed for the building’s restaurant and consists of 8 AP-30 collectors which feed a twin coil tank using a gas water heater as backup. The second system, designed for the building’s facilities, has 3 AP-30’s which preheat water for a 200 gallon solar tank, again using a gas water heater as backup.

“We love our Apricus system. It is virtually maintenance free and we are very happy with the output. Over the course of the past two years which the system has been installed, the only issue we’ve had was three broken tubes - an accident during installation. These were extremely easy to replace and did not interrupt the system output. We would recommend the Apricus system.”

-IKEA Facility Manager in Charlotte, NC, Rich Geist

Project Description:

Property Name: Ikea
Location: Charlotte, NC
System Type: Closed Loop Domestic Hot Water
Array Size: 12 Apricus AP-30 Collectors